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transform your relationship to golf—And everything else!  you are constantly validated and promoted for your 
simple tasks you feel the condescension from whatever computer handed you this work and you realize its not often 
that youll hear someone thank climate change for something but today it seems to have offered some closure on a 75 
year old mystery so thanks Change Your Game, Change Your Life: How a simple shift in focus will completely 
transform your relationship to golf—And everything else!: 

0 of 0 review helpful Easy 5 stars Excellent By Bryan Westover A very enjoyable read that gave me a completely new 
perspective on golf I wish I had a club in my hands while reading to try out the new ideas While the book is clearly 
focused on the game of golf the principles discussed could also reach further and deeper into other areas of life I 
would highly recommend for a couple laugh out loud moments alone but Once a card carrying 1 handicap who loved 
golf and played or practiced at least four times a week I had become a 12 handicap or higher and found golf 
exhausting and insufferable and my playing partners found me exhausting and insufferable How could I have 
descended so far On the verge of giving up the game forever I went to the range one last time upon encouragement 
from a friend of mine to bid golf a final farewell And that was the intent until I experienc 
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